DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES

UGED2186
How to Read Masterpieces of Literature
by Prof. Eli Park Sorensen
Fri, 3:30pm-5:15pm @ LSK 306
- Understand the enduring value and diversity of literature
- Address main issues through literary masterpieces
- Give students a sense of the work’s impact in its own time
- Provide students with the conceptual tools and methodologies to understand a classic work of literature
- Make connections between individual concerns and characters of literature

UGED2187
Superheroes in Graphic Novel, Comics and Film
by Prof. Michael O’Sullivan
Fri, 3:30pm-5:15pm @ LSB LT5
- Provide a historical and cultural overview of the genre of superheroes and the Marvel empire
- Introduce the comics and graphic novel literary genre
- Investigate the role of the superhero
- Include a workshop element

UGED3143
Literature and Film
by Prof. Jason Gleckman
Thu, 2:30pm-4:15pm @ LSK 208
- Give students an opportunity to watch some good USA movies
- Focus on the representation of women in films
- Appreciate the craftsmanship involved in film-making
- Learn to analyze movies
- No prior knowledge of literary or film analysis is required